The Life of Friends

Admirable
Strengths
Now here is a tale of something
We friends learned when having fun—
To push someone past their limits
Might be dangerous in the long run.

A lazy brook ran through the farm,
A favorite in sunny weather,
Where there was water to swim in
And grass to play in together.

While we splashed and swam in the brook,
The chickens stayed clear of the edge.
They feared they might be pulled in,
So they played beyond the ledge.

“Watch me!” shouted Bingo.
“Here’s a wave you cannot match.”
“Yippee, that’s quite the big one,”
Said ducks bobbing in a batch.

The cats and Sid were fishing,
Catching minnows, snails, and frogs.
While the cats took care to not get wet,
Which never bothers dogs.

I often joined them in the fun,
To both fish and enjoy a wade.
And if the water got too deep
I’d fly to a tree giving shade.

The cats yelled to the chickens,
Who were playing in grass and sun:
“Come over and fish with us.
It’s so enjoyable and fun!”

“You won’t fall in, and if you do,
Jump out like Beep Beep here.”
So standing back from water’s edge,
The chickens did venture near.

“Come on, don’t be so timid!
You will enjoy yourselves if you dare.
The water won’t jump out at you,”
Chiding the chickens for their extra care.

And so our chicken friends came over
To walk at the water’s edge.
They pecked at snails and frog eggs,
And their caution they did shed.

But as we moved downstream,
The current became stronger.
Because of having so much fun,
We didn’t perceive the danger.

Suddenly, our two chicken friends
Were being carried off downstream.
“Help us!” cried the chickens.
“We’re bound to drown it seems!”

I quickly flew to rescue,
And Sid joined in with me.
We each pulled one to safety
With urgent difficulty.

Soon we were all shivering,
Not from cold but from fear.
We realized what could have happened
And how danger was so near.

“We owe you an apology,
Our own dear chicken friends.
Our misguided insisting
Nearly brought you to your end.”

“There are things we each can do,
And things that we cannot.
Respect for each other’s abilities
Includes appreciating what is not.”

“Ducks can swim and ravens fly.
Dogs can swim, and cats too.
Horses and cows, all swim well.
But chickens in water, what can they do?”

“We chickens can wake you up at dawn.
We can soar, though we cannot fly.
We can even stand steady on just one leg.
But as for swimming, we can’t get by.”

“I too could wake you up at dawn,
Though, I’d probably prefer to yawn.
I couldn’t begin to perch on one leg.
Nor eat bugs like you all day long.”

“We also cannot stand on one leg.
And you know we never flew.
It’s important to respect each other,
And lift friends up for what they can do.”

From then on we kept in mind.
The strengths and weaknesses of each one.
We learned to admire what each can do.
And respect what shouldn’t be done.

We’ve found we can have great fun
And not push to a forbidden length,
Making the focus on each other;
Their very own admirable strengths.
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